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SUMMARY 

It has been determined th?t the real part of the acoustic admittance of the 

pxopellants which have been tested must be less in absolute magnitude than the mini- 

mum detectebl« with the present type of experiment (-2.5 x 10"3 xayls'1)» in which 

the sound wave makes only one pass through the combustion zone. 

Additional work toward detecting luminosity waves in the combustion gases from 

pxopellants which were being acoustically driven has failed to confirm the presence 

of these waves. It is postulated that the acoustic amplitude was insufficient to 

produce luminosity waves of detectable amplitude. 

Experiments have indicated that at 1400 ops the acoustic damping constant of 

propellant combustion product gases is approximately three-fold greater for an alumi- 

nized than for a similar non-aluminized propellant. 

An experiment which has been used by other investigators to study the acoustic 

damping constant of gases is discussed relative to its possible use to determine the 

absolute value of the damping constant for the combustion gases at their combustion 

temperature. 

FORWARD 

Work on this project has progressed to the point where results are available 

which indicate a shift in direction of the work 

The data presently available indicate that the real part of the acoustic admit- 

tance of the solid propellant flame is insufficiently large to be measured by the 

method which has been used on this project. Additional data strongly indicate that 

a significant increase in the acoustic damping constant of the solid propellant com- 

bustion products is caused by the addition of aluminum to the solid propellant formu- 

lation. An experiment which can quantitatively measure this constant is available 

and can be made to suit the requirements of this project. 

This report is written to report on the present stfetis o| this program and to 

recommend its future avenue of investigation. 

ii 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

During this reporting period work has progressed on determining the interaction 

Of an acoustic wave with the propellant flame zone.    Initial problems of reproduc- 

ibility were surmounted to the extent that it has been possible to demonstrate that 

the acoustic amplification caused by the flame zone is less than the minimun detectable 

value with the present type of experiment. 

Initial work was done to estimate the relative damping of acoustic waves by the 

combustion gases of aluminized and non-aluminized propellants.    Because of the appar- 

ent delicate balance of acoustic gains and losses in a solid propellant motor (l)f 

nontinued work directed toward determining the acoustic properties of the w«nbustion 

gases seems imperative.    A standard acoustic experiment has been invfstigated which 

appears quite capable of be-'ng adapted to measuring the acoustic absorptivity of the 

combustion gases. 

II.    PROGRESS DURING THE LAST QUARTER 

During this reporting period work was continued upon the problem of measuring 

the amplification of a sound wave by the propellant flame zone.    The detection of 

"luminosity waves" caused by the passage of ^ound waves through the burning zone was 

pursued and, for this particular experiment at least, the problem appears to have 

been laid to rest.    Rather crude experiments were performed to study the relative 

acoustic absorption of propellant combustion gases, and a more refined experiment to 

determine the absolute value of the acoustic absorptivity of these gases has been 

investigated. 
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11I. SOUND WAVE AMFLIFICATION BY TH£ BUKNINC ZONE 

During this period the werk reported in Quarterly Progress Report No. 3 was 

continued» The installation of propellent guard rings about the propeliant sample 

did not prove to be an adequate cure for the probierr: of the reproducibility of the 

experiment. The refractive effect of the jet of hot gases on the sound w«ves ap- 

peared overly subject to the winds of change and it was decided that the micruphone 

pickup would have to be placed in the jet of hot gases itself if this effect was to 

be avoided. Because of the certain deleterious effect of the combustion gases upon 

a microphone, it was necessary to provide it with protection. This was done by 

equipping it with a 21 inch long extension tube which reached from the face of the 

microphone into the jet of hot gases. The open end of the tube WJS in the jet of 

hot gases approximately I5'8 inches from the face of the propeilant sample. The 

centerline of the extension tube intersected the center!ine of the sample of pro- 

peilant st the sample face. 

During the operation of the experiment, the minimum detectable change in the 

microphone signal which could be recorded was 0.02V while the average signal voltage 

was approximately 0.6y. Thus the minL-r-jm detectable power change was approximately 

0.3db. Over seme frequency ranges, considerable flutter was superimposed on the 

data trace and the ininimura detectable amplification (or attenuation) was correspond- 

ingly increased. However, over most of the frequency range from 500 to 10,000 cps, 

the 0.3db figure applies. The db change which was produced in the sound signal by 

the flame zone could not be unambiguously determined in this experiment and it was, 

therefore, less than the above figure. A further increase in recorder sensitivity 

will not help, oecause the- signal to noise ratio will preclude further improvement 

unless this ratio is improved. The noise level, in this apparatus, apparently arises 

from the poor performance of the propeilant and the flame and combustion jet as 

acoustical transmitter. This appears to be a basic limitation of this type of ex- 

periment. 

As is shown by the calculation of Appendix I, for the case where the impedance 

of the burning surface has a zero phase angle, the minimum detectable db change in 

this experiment corresponds to a re?l part of the admittance of approximately -2.5 x 

10 3 rayls " , Hart (l) quotes a value for this parameter of the order of -10~6 

rayls "1. This would correspond to a power cnange of 1.13 x i0~4 db in this experi- 

ment, and this is 3.91 x lO-4 of the minimum detectable power change. 

Based upon this analysis and the reported order of magnitude values of the real 

part of the acoustic admittance of the burning surface, it has been decided^o^abandpoJ» 

2 
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this phase of th« investigation after making the observation that for the propeilanU 

tested the order of aagnitiide of the absolute valus of the real part of the acoustic 

admittance of the burning surface is less than lO"3 rayls*1, 

IV. LUMINOSITY WAVES IN THE OOMBUSTION GASES OF AN ACOUSTICALLY 

DRIVEN SAMPLE OF PROPELLANT 

Additional work was done to detect the existance of luminosity waves in the 

combustion products from samp"es of propeliant whicn were being acoustically driven. 

Considerable Coie was taken to avo^d the uncertainties which were present in the work 

which was reported in ,he last quarterly progress report. A photocell and slit device 

was set to scan a cross-section of the combustion gases in a plane parallel and 

adjacent to the t .rning surface> in much the same arrangement as was reported in 

Quarterly Progress Report No. 3,  It was not possible to  detect luminosity waves in 

the propeliant gases with this apparatus. Because such waves have been reported 

i;i motors which were undergoing unstable combustion, some additional effort will be 

expended to detect them in an acoustic system. It is felt that the amplitude of the 

vibrations which were produced in the previous apparatus may have been too small to 

produce detectable liminosity variations. At present, we have available a system 

whereby an electromagnetic acoustic driver may be used directly to vibrate a propel- 

iant without employing a gas phase couping system. Much higher amplitudes are 

obtainable with this system than were obtainable with the gaseous acoustic coupler 

system. This system wilJ be used to vibrate propeliant samples in a nitrogen atmos- 

phere and another attempt will be made to detect acoustically induced luminosity 

waves in the combustion gases. 

V. ABSORPTION OF ACOUSTIC ENERGY BY THE PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION 

FROM SOLID PROPELLANTS 

Because the combustion gases constitute an important acoustic medium in a 

solid propeliant rocket motor, it was decided to initiate some rather crude experi- 

ments to determine if additivesQiscjyas aluminum materially affect the acoustic 

absorptivity of these gases. It was felt that in the event such effects could be 

detected, further and more quantitative experiments should be devised to measure 

the acoustic absorptivity of solid propeliant combustion gases. 
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In order to accomplish this work, the apparatus of Fig.  1 was constructed.    A 

pipe was coupled at one end through an asbestos diaphragn to an acoustically    driven 

air column.    The other end of the pipe was open to an anechoic chamber.    At the mid- 

point of the pipe a tube was con...     ^d which was packed with glass wool and which 

led to a microphone.    A tube which contained the  solid propellant charge  (often a 

mixture of loose fuel and oxidizer powders) was attached to the pipe near the dia- 

phragm end.    Ihe bottom third of the propellant tube was filled with a propellant in 

which part of the styrene fuel had been replaced by aluminum powder, while the top 

two-thirds was filled with similar but non-aluminized propellant.    The pipe was then 

driven at the desired frequency and the propellant charge was fired.    As the products 

of combustion filled the pipe, the microphone signs! was recorded.    The amplitude of 

the signal when the non-alumini^ed propellant was burning was compared with that 

when the aluminized propellant was burning.    The results of this w",rk are pres*5 .ced 

in Table I,  and a photograph of the apparatus in operation is shown in Fig. 2.    In 

all cases»  save one, the combustion products from the aluminized propellant caused 

a greater attenuation of the sound level than did those from the non-aluminized 

propellant. 

Although the experiment was crude,  and the physical state of the combustion 

gases was not well defined, ar. attempt has been made to estimate the magnitude of 

tne effect of aluminum upon the damping constant of the combustion gases.    The average 

of the results of the two runs on batches 26-27 at 1400 cps (see Table I) has been 

analyzed in Appendix II.    In Appendix II, the following assumptions have been made» 

for the purpose of permitting the calculation: 

1) The pipe is sinusoidally driver/ at X=ö by a  rigid, flat topped pistol. 

(This assumption departs from reality in that the pipe was driven by an 

asbestos diaphragn which was in turn gas-coupled to an electiomagnetic 

acoustic driver through the air column). 

2) The products of combustion of the non-aluminized propellant when in the 

pipe could be adequately represented as carbon monoxide at 100 C and 

i atm. pressure. 

3) The acoustic damping of the products of combustion of the non-aluminized 

propellants arose solely from viscous and thermal damping at the cylin- 

drical walls of the pipe, 

4) Only the acoustic damping constant of the combustion gases was significantly 

changed by the addition of aluminum to the propellant.    All other para- 

meters remained constant. 



The result    of the analysis   is that for the propeliants of batch 26-27, at 

UOO cps, the addition of aluminum increased the damping constant to 2.39 times its 

value for th.? combustion products of the non-alumLiized propellant. 

Although this method was quite crude,  it seems to demonstrate thet the addi- 

tion of aluminum to propeliants significantlv increases the acoustic damping of 

their combustion products. 

The experiment which is described in the next section avoids most of the 

difficulties associated with this experiment, and it     makes      possible the absolute 

determination of the acoustic damping constants of the products of combustion (rather 

than the relative and calculated Vdlues as was the case in the present work). 

VI.     EXPFRIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE ACOUSTIC ABSORPTIVITY OF SOUP 

PROPELLANT COMBUSTION GfiSES 

The work suggested below is adapted from an acoustic experiment of Parker (8). 

The theory of the experiment is presented in Appendix IV as a somewhat expanded 

version of that which appeared in (3). ^  

A rigid walled cylindrical tube is fitted with a rigid movable pijtton at one 

end and is closed at the other end with a near perfect reflector of acoustic waves 

(Fig. 2).    The tube is filled with the gas for which the acoustic absorptivity is 

to be determined.    Plane,  sinusoidal waves are generated by the piston and the fluc- 

tuating pressure at the reflector is deteirnined by the microphone.    If the frequency 

of the piston is some multiple of the resonant frequency of the tube, the amplitude 

of the acoustic pressure at the reflector will be at a maximum.    If now the frequency 

is made either slightly greater than or less than this harmonic frequency, the pres- 

sure amplitude at the reflector will decrease.    At the frequencies to either side 

of the harmonic frequency where 

1 P !   en i 
i 

one may write 

1 P 
pvdtx. 

v^r 

*H -/--  : 
(1) 
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1P the pressure amplitude at the reflector 

around the nth harmonic 

s,     =   the high frequency where the pressure amplitude 
h I    I D i 

has fallen to ~F=^   \  ^V,^ ! 

=   the low frequency where the pressure amplitude i 
l 

has fallen to — P  1 
/2  P^^l/^^x 

(_ = the velocity of sound in the gas 

Cf^   -   the acoustic absorptivity of the medium in the 

tube 

Eq. (A)  holds under the restriction that 
-« 

U    iJ where /^ is the fundamental resonant frequency of the tube. 

By operating the experiment at several harmonic frequencies of the tube and 

determining d  at each harmonic, it vill be possible to determine (^"C as a function 

of frequency from Eq. (4,), Any harmonic frequency is given by: 

£ = r /" 

n ^T   -^ {21J & 

v^iere: 

71  = the nth harmonic frequency 

An  = the wavelength of the nth harmonic 

A.      =   the length of the closed tube 

Thus, because the length, A , is known and n can be deteimined quite easily 

with the experimental apparatus, C may be detenrined for each experimental case. 

Because C is independent of frequency, its value, once determined, mav be combined 

with the values of <^"^ (Z (where d^" refers to the value of d>       at 

the frequency of the nth harmonic), and this will allow the determination of «S-'  as 

a function of frequency. 
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If this experiment can be perfonsed upon products of combustion which are 

typical of solid propellants (with particular emphasis placed upon comparing the 

effect of the presence of aluninum in the combustion system upc i C       )» this 

wrill shed great light upon the influence of propellant composition upon the gas 

phase acoustic loss mechanisms in solid propellant rocket motors. Furthermore, 

the experiment readily adapts to operation over a wide range of pressures.    — 

The theory of the experiment and the method of analysis is both straight- 

forward and available. This in itself is an unusual situation for an experiment 

in solid propellant combustion instability research. The question remains as to 

whether or not the experimental technique can be adapted to the requirements which 

are imposed by a corrosive acoustic meditsn which is at approximately 2800 K without 

violating the assunptions which were made in developing the analysis of the experi- 

ment. 

The two most important assumptions of the analysis which might be violated 

under these circumstances if one is not cautious are; 

1) With the exception of the acoustic fluctuations, the acoustic medium is 

of uniform temperature and composition throughout its entire volume. 

2) There is no net flow of fluid through the acoustic test cavity. 

In order to confosm to these assumptions» the walls of the acoustic test 

cavity must be heated to the temperature of the test gases. This may be accom- 

plished by heating the chamber to some initial high temperature and then allowinn 

the combustion gases to flow through the chamber until equilibrium is established. 

If the test chamber Is relatively massive, the gas flow may then be stopped and 

the temperature will remain constant for a sufficient time to permit the experiment 

to be run. Tht" the test chamber system must incorporate some system for admitting 

and exhausting combustion gases and for stopping their flow during the testing 

period. Furthermore, the walls of the chamber will be at the temperature of the 

combustion products, some 28O0oK. The conditions of the experiment will permit the 

use of graphite for all interior surfaces of the acoustic chamber, and this material 

will stand temperatures higher than those which are attained by the combustion pro- 

ducts of most solid propellants. 

From the results of the calculations of Appendix III, we may expect that for 

the combustion gases from non-aluminijed propellants the acoustic absorption con- 

stant will be of the order 3 x 10  per cm at 300 cps, and the velocity of sound 

will be of the order (correcting for temperature) 
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^  A /- J     ^      t  0±   h  '* 

^      10 

Thus, from Eq. (4)s 
5     - A   ^ ' ^ y  A  _- A / ^ 

// 

/-  -/ 

Now if we assume a tube 100 cm long Eq. (5) shows that we will have a funda- 

mental frequency     ,, 

hi. 
$ (■  c 

Because we will need to accurately determine frequency chances cf magnitude 

—-   we will have to be able, at the least, to determine frequency changes to 0.1 

cps (this is 0^02 percent of the fundamental frequency or 0.002 percent of the 

tenth harmonic), if we wish 2 percent accuracy for our results. This may be done 

with rather standard electronic apparatus. 

It is believed that this experiment represents the logical next step for this 

project, and the design of the apparatus is about to proceed. 

8 
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Appendix I 

Calculation of Miniiaum Detectable Value of Flame Zone Impedance 

If two electrical signals of voltage E,  and Ez are compared when loaded with 

a given impedance, the db of E2 versus E1  is given by: 

S= z* % ^ 
4 

On the recorder which was. used for this experimental work it was possible    to 

detect a  least reading of 2mm deflection, which represented 0.02V on the most sensi- 

tive range.    The average signal was approximately 0.6V. 

Thus 

c- ^Z - 0.0333 0       &'£ 

rh/n 

Now consider a plane acoustic wave which  is incident upon a plane wall.    Let 

P,      be the power in the incident wave and    P    be the power in the reflected wave, 
1 r 

10 
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Coaptring the reflected with the incident power givess 

In the experiment which is being considered, a single interaction between the 

burning surface and the acoustic wave is reported as a db gain in the intensity of 

the wave which is sensed by a microphone. Assume that this sa.ne db gain would be 

realized if the acoustic wave were plane and if it were reflected from a plane wall 

of the burning surface at normal incidence. 

Reference (ll) gives the following expression for the ratio of reflected to 

incident power for a plane wave which is reflected from a plane wall. 

■2_ / - 3t ccs^ I 

(1) 

inhere 

Z -- PC 

a given 

~ £9 * ^ ^X- = the specific acoustic impedance of the 

surface. 

0 =   the density of the gaseous mediun, 

C   -   the velocity of sound in the gaseous medium. 

Z?   s   the acoustic impedance of the surface. 

&  =   the angle of incidence. 

For normal incidence (any other angle of incidence will increase   C?     for 

/£- I ) and for zero phase angle of Z (the arsumption of zero phase 
Hi 

a 
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p j 
angle also tends to .axi.i.e 9 fox given ~^| ), Eq. (l) bec0f,e5! 

P r r 
n 

/ -01 
P.I   "7.77 ̂ J 

(2) 

For the minimum detectable powex change in this experiment: 

17//y 
f 

5i 
p- 

Putting this into Eq. (z) 

yields: 
and solving tho resulting quadratic equation for & 

a /) 

yC ^l VZ r^y/t   for air at 2730K and  j?C   <=K i jz:j     where M is the molecular 
weight of the gas and T is the absolute temperature. 

Assuming that the combustion gases may be adequately represented,  for this 
purpose, as air at 30000K one gets that   pC  ^   /j   r* y/s . 

0 — Lr\   L pc  J       w^iere-/I refers to the real part of a quantity. 

(^C^)~PC^ and taking & tc be the significant value of    ^ 

CfiCz) - "Jff rav/s y 
If Y = the admitta 

permits the ca 
he admittance of the surface = J-, the assumption of 2ero phase angle 
Iculation: £ 

^ 
V / 

2,$- x /# 
~3 

ra y h -/ 

Thus, to the degree of accuracy of the above assumptions, 

detect a flame zone impedance of absolut? value 2.5 x 10' \ 
the experiment can 

_i 
rayls ,   This value 

12 
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is to be compared with that referred to in Ref.  (l) where the order of magnitude 

of the real part of the acoustic actaittance of the flame zone is said to be 
-6 -i 10       rayls  \ 

If this value of (/l(//is used and the preceding calculation is reversed one 

has thatt / 

& H 

\ 

P. 

L 

r g. 

x 

-/, 

- /- 

-y f v 
/i-0 (/+&) Z- 

Because 

2: 
/^ 

y 
7,6c?xioti 

/^ 5:2/ */# 

$7 

-5~ 

^.r/^^>5-^j/^^/^y 

y^ ^ ^ 
S-^/XM 

~T 

2-,3 

13 
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ri S ~/J3*/ o 

Therefore: 

'^>/0 A/3XJ0'' 
- 3.9/x/o H 

Appendix 11 

Analysis of the Open Tube Gas Phase Acoustic Absorption Work 

If it is assumed that the experiment may be described acoustically as a tube 

which extends from X = 0 to X = -hif which is closed at X = 0 by a sinusoidally 

driven rigid flat topped piston  (this is only approximately representative of the 

true situation in that the driving element was an asbestos diaphragn which was 

acoustically driven through a  long gas filled coupler tube),  and which is open at 

X -Xr then the sound pressure at a point X along the tube is given by (2): 

f(*) = Z ^ ^PK« +^/C-.*t]s,nJ>[rf«.-^~Afö**l£)j 
(i) 

pC>(Xj =   acoustic pressure at position X along 

the tube. 

H_     =   amplitude of the positive traveling pres- 

sure wave. 

j^,    =   amplitude of the negative traveling pres- 

sure wave. 

U 
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ipj " ^Fl    £-0*1 ~ C(:>mPlex ratio of the amplitudes of the negative and posi- 

tive traveling waves 

^ - TTHO-^'PO) 
(^X   -   measure of the ratio of the absolute amplitude 

D 

of the negative wave to that of the positive 

wave at X = 0 

P = measure of the relative phase of the two 

waves tt X = 0. 

J^ ~   the damping constant for the waves. 

CU  -   the circular frequency. 

C" = the velocity of sound in the medium. 

A    ~   whe acoustic wavelength. 

Subscripts 
■ Mum    Bin  ,■       i*    i        ir» 

0 = conditions at X = 0 

Jl - conditions at X = Jc 

We wish to find an expression for the amplitude of the fluctuating pressure 

at the position X. > X >(  \ 

ZX 5=^   ^-/e 

and use the identity 

/ r 
3 

Eq. (l) becomes 

«iiu  use   \.i\v  i.utfm.ity 

f(x) ~ cf5^A[A]cos[a] i-J c*s/?lA]s/r7 [s] I 
L 

15 
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Differentiating implicitly with respect to y gives; 

A      / 
yy       y (12) 

\/ > / 1 
Because 7   — '       for our case, this shows that the value of K which we 

computed was minimized by the assumption y = 1. 

The ratio    is affected by the calculated value of K. Under the assump- 

tion that the term'in large brackets in Eq. (10) is unity we have from £q. (li) 

di') 

il' = 5j^ + / 
-Y     ^ (13) 

Thus for the case analyzed dbove the ratio is always greater than unity and 

it approaches unity as K becomes quite large. 

Appendix III 

Calculation of the Acoustic Transmission Properties of the Combustion Gases 

If for the combustion products of the non-aluminized propellant the acoustic 

attenuation is considered to be caused wholly by the thermal and viscous inter- 

action of the gases with the wails of the tube, then the acoustic absorption co- 

efficient in units of reciprocal length is given from the theory of Helmholtz and 

Kirchoff (5):   _ _ |"('/f?7")  / 1  ^   + 

ri^- = the coefficient of acoustic absorption at the walls, cm 

^     -    aynamic viscosity, poise 

= coefficient of thermal conductivity for the gas, 

cal/sec cm K 

n from tne theory of rfeimhoitz and 

ij^ji-rJllil     0) 

k 

22 
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ü  s r^tio of specific heats for the gas, Cp/C 

specific heat at constant voliune, cal/q K 

specific hsat at cors-ant pressure, cal/g K 

tube radius, crn 

= equiiibrium pressure, g/cm sec 

j    - frequency, cycles/sec 

v - 

P  = 

Because the co-nbustion gases were a complex mixture and because they were 

cooled to the dew point during their passage down tne tube, let us assume, for 

the purpose of making an order-of-magnitude calculation, that for the non-aluminized 

propeilant the products of combustion may be represented by carocn monoxide at 

10OOC. 

From Ref. (6) after appropriate conversion of units we get the following 

values  of the necessary physical constants for CO at 1 atm. pressure 

( I.J/Z*/?4, L ^   )  and i00OC. 
-V f/*? s^c 

— 2JX/0     po/se 

iTtf /. ^f^r '''?- oR 

0K 

Putting these quantities into Eq, (l) and performing the necessary calcula- 

tions gives: 

&~ 733 x/0   r-^ ' 

The damping constant K is given by: 

x= c 
where C is the velocity of sound. 

2J 
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For CD at 100 C, Ref, (7) gives (upon appropriate calculation): 

y ~  [933 X/d'   11   < 9<r x JC^ I 

X^ 2 23 ^c / 

-.— o 
Table III gives Q^u^- as a function of frequency for CO at 100 C and i atm. 

Appendix IV 

Theory of the Acoustic Resonance Tube as a Device for Determining the 

Acoustic Absorption Constant of a Gas 

This is a soinewhat more detailed presentation of the theory of this device 

than that which appeared in Ref. (8) although a similar analysis was implicit in 

that work. 

Consider a rigid walled cylindiical tube such as the one shown in Fig. (i) 

which extends along the X-axis from X = 0 to X -)(, The tube is closed at X = 0 

by a rigid flat topped piston which is driven in the X direction with the velocity 

u - U  — r Jro 5 ctj t 

The following notation will be used. 

C = acoustic propagation speedy cni/sec 

J" = frequency, cycles/sec 

%z_ = fundamental frequency, cycles/sec 

T^j = frequency of the nth harmonic, cycles/sec 

/? = a positive integer 

fA   = the acoustic wavelength, cm 

X = the inside length of the tube, cm 

£C  = the acoustic velocity = X/c?        , cm/sec 

^A = the acoustic velocity potential cm2/sec 

2A 
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&-J ~   the circular frequency, radians/sec 

17 

g = the equilibrium pressure» dynes/cRi 

the driver velocity amplitude, cm/sec 
the equilibrium density of the gas, g/cm3 

IP 
t 
F 
p 

the acoustic pressure, dynes/cm2 

time, sec. 

acoustic pressure amplitude, dynes/cm2 

acoustic pressure amplitude at x ~J(t  dynes/cm' 

For this system, which may be solved in terms of plane waves we have (9)s 

yv 
</t ~z~ - c Z </\ 

</x -Z- (1) 

Now if we assize a sinusoidal solution: 

(f^(f(x) e*/>[-<'^tJ 

EU^atien  (l)   Sfrernes 

^ 

s* 

/      I, ^^   -    2 7T 
C ?s 

The solution to Eq. (3) may be given ass 

Yxj ^4 res (kx)   T S 5^ (k*) 

(2) 

(3) 

U) 

/4^y 
/ 

/ r     /Am? Tä r C   *, 

25 
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0 pt  r<5 

L 
s(kx) ^Bsy/iikx) \e*p L.< UJl.   I (5) 

To this one applies the boundary conditions: 

. ( if N — / 
X-o t  u  -^ ^i^t] 

^Ä    Jä^O 

> 

\ *K 

Under these conditions the expression for (ft       becomes: 

i 

r     c ^ / A (/-x) I        i 

J rz 
k I 

L 
< -M,// 

/       ■ 7^    / 

Now from Ref.   (10) we have that: 

p 
]0 </? 

Thus $P = 

6?'- 

■( 

frcsfkt-t-*}]! f       ■ 
L   5^[U]  J 

-VC ' P <f-Xp / -r   ^ tj 

7 

5 yy~7 ik£J 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

n 
At x = ^ this becomes: 

XT ß c 
5/^1 M 

(10) 

26 
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Account is now taken of dissipation by taking K to be complex in Eq. (lO). 

Because only steady state solutions are being considered (the time rate of acoustic 

energy dissipation is equal to the rate of energy addition at X = 0), the decay 

term which appears in £q. (9) is discarded. This defines our absorption coeffici- 

ent, c3    , 

^ G-^<r (u) 

?. H c V 

'^[(f-^U (12) 

From Eq, (12) we may get the expression for the absolute value of r&      j K* j, 

Pe 
ß C j r 

[s^ißj] +■ ^ Ml 1 7 '/x 

The standing waves in the tube are given by: 

n 

) 

(13) 

(U) 

and 

£ X 
From the definition of K and 

n 

9 

c 
2IJ 

F^ftFM 
w, OTT 

'n 

(15) 

27 
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Now consider frequencies not iar removed from ^" 

€7 
(16) 

^ f ~ nTT   j- rr* / 
C 

f-f 
//"? 

(17) 

If one works under the assuinption that  <5~^/<<r/  and IJlA        j 

Eq. (13) may, after inserting the proper expansions for sin2 and si^h2 and dis- 

carding higher order terms, be given 35: 

2zr^ (18) 

and 

P.. 
p-^x 

/? C  L 

^Jl (19) 

Equations (l?) and (19) give: 

(4= <Pn rr 

R 
(SW 

i^/) 

C ^ J -ü 
Z. 

f/ 
n-ictt J 

(20) 

If now we define the "half 
power points" as the frequencies abouti '^ere 

Ppnlma*       ^   '  ^ if the fre^uencv Nerval between these points ii 

^   ^^ ^, then 5t the half power Points Eq- (20j gives: 

^5 
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J = 
(21) 

Returning to the requirement that l^Äfjr-f '\ y -  I      ■ 
121; this beccness Zi7 r -^ Z     t_       / 

C 
Inserting Eq. (15) into thi 

s expression gives the requirement as: 

i 
s << i 

77- (22) 

29 
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TABLE I 

db    CHANGE IN MICROPHONt SIGNAL FOR WAVE PRÜPAGATED IN PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION 

OF AN AI.UMINI2ED F^OPELLANT REFERRED TO THE PRODUCTS OF A NON-ALUMINIZED PROPELLANT 

Acoustic 
FreQuency 

Non-Ai Ai Prop. db Signal In Al Products 
Ref. Non-Ai Products 

cps Prop. No. No. Ref. Mon-Ai. 

290 26 

290 26 

1400 26 

UOO 26 

250 31 

475 31 

1425 32 

1425 31 

27 

27 

27 

27 

30 

30 

30 

30 

-1.56 

-1.36 

-1.43 

-0.78 

-2.50 

-5.00 

+0.527 

-0.834 

30 
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TABLE 11 

PRQPELLANT CX)MPOSITIONS USED FOR WORK OF TABLE I 

Percent Composition 

Propeliant     Ammunium Perc^lorate and 

26 58.2 22.8 

wett^nq 

19.0 

27 58.2 22.8 17.1 

30 81.1 — — 

31 81.0 -_ — 

Styrene 
Al       Poyyder . Commer t 

0.0 «-* cured prop. 

1.9 .. cured prop. 

3.8 15.1 powder mixture 

0.0 19.0 powder mixture 

31 
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TABLE 111 

COEFFICIENT OF ACOUSTIC A3S0RPTI0.N. ,   AND ACOUSTIC DAMPING QONSrAOT K 

rJO~ VERSUS FREQUENCY FOR CO AT 1QQ C AND I ATw. PRESSURF- 

Frequency, cps do )   ( '.J K 
cnT1 sec 

3.33 13.2 

6.22 24.6 

7.33 28.9 

8.81 34.8 

10.8 42.7 

12.4 49.0 

13.9 54.9 

15.2 60.1 

16.4 64.9 

17.6 69.6 

18.6 73.6 

19.6 77.5 

290 

1000 

1400 

2000 

3000 

4000 

5000 

6ooo 

7000 

8000 

9000 

10000 

u 
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